CLAS Old Gold Summer Fellowship Application Form, 2019-20
The Old Gold Summer Fellowship Awards provide support to not-yet-tenured faculty for summer work
on an approved developmental project, which may focus on research, creative work, or instruction. The
fellowship is expected to result in at least one project for publication, exhibit, performance, or
instructional use. The award must be taken during the first two years of tenure-track appointment at
The University of Iowa.
Awards are valued at $6,000, distributed as follows:
• A salary stipend of $3,000 (from which taxes and fringe benefits will be deducted), and
• Tax-exempt funds of $3,000, which may be used for professional travel, equipment, or other
developmental needs.
By December 3, 2018, eligible faculty should complete this page and add a two-page
narrative proposal. The complete application, along with an abbreviated CV, is sent to the DEO for
review and endorsement.
By December 10, 2018, if the DEO endorses the proposal, s/he signs the application and submits it
(as a single, three-page pdf) along with the abbreviated CV to clas-old-gold@uiowa.edu.
Applications are reviewed for approval by the CLAS Dean and Associate Deans. Please contact
Allison Bierman, CLAS Dean’s Office (5-3994 or allison-bierman@uiowa.edu) with questions.
Applicant Name _____________________________________________________________________
Department

___________________________

Title of Proposal

Email __________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

Abstract (150 words maximum). In the space below, please write in the third person, active voice. Use
clear and concise language that can be understood easily by a layperson to summarize the proposed
activities. The abstract should (a) educate the reader about the project by describing the content of the
work; (b) give a sense of the scope of the project; and (c) convey the importance of the project.

By signing below, I commit myself to the following obligations:
I will return to The University of Iowa for at least one semester of full-time teaching after
completion of the Old Gold Summer Fellowship. By November 6, 2019, I will submit a brief report
(1 to 2 pages) to my DEO, copied to clas-old-gold@uiowa.edu, describing the activities and
outcomes of the project.
Applicant Signature

__________________________________________________ Date ________

DEO Endorsement (If the applicant holds a budgeted joint appointment, both DEOs must sign below.)
DEO signature

_________________________ DEO name ____________________ Date ________

DEO signature

_________________________ DEO name ____________________ Date ________

